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If, Then by Kate Hope Day
Four neighbors in a quiet Oregon mountain community find their lives upended
when they begin to experience disturbing visions of an alternate reality, before a natural disaster reveals an astonishing town secret. A first novel.

My Lovely Wife by Samantha Downing
A seemingly typical suburban husband discloses the secret ways that his wife of 15
years and he keep their marriage alive and chase away domestic boredom by orchestrating creative ways to get away with murder. A first novel.

The DNA of You and Me by Andrea Rothman
Hired by an employer who does not reveal the competitive nature of the job, a graduate student is forced to choose between her career and heart when she falls for an
unsuspected rival. A first novel.

A Woman is No Man by Etaf Rum
Three generations of Palestinian-American women in contemporary Brooklyn are
torn by individual desire, educational ambitions, a devastating tragedy and the strict
mores of traditional Arab culture. A first novel.

Professor Chandra Follows His Bliss by Rajeev Balasubramanyam
An internationally renowned curmudgeon economist and divorced father of three
survives an accident before whimsically trading in his high-stress Nobel Prize ambitions to pursue elusive happiness.

Call Me Evie by J.P. Pomare
Isolated in a remote beach-town cabin by a man who is either a captor or benefactor, a 17-year-old girl struggles with her fragmented memory to uncover why she is
accused of committing an unspeakable act. A first novel.

The Wolf and the Watchman by Niklas Natt Och Dag
A U.S. release of an award-winning first novel finds a disabled ex-soldier and a lawyer with tuberculosis combing the underworld of 18th-century Stockholm to unmask a ruthless murderer before a young workhouse laborer becomes a next victim.

The Altruists by Andrew Ridker
On the brink of losing the family home, a Midwestern college professor and widower reaches out to his estranged children under the guise of a reconciliation, only to
unleash a maelstrom of age-old resentments. A first novel.

White Elephant by Julie Langsdorf
When the owner of a gaudy monstrosity of a house compromises suburban aesthetics to sell the property, his fed-up neighbors stumble over private challenges to
orchestrate an increasingly hostile, laugh-out-loud turf war. A first novel.

When All is Said by Anne Griffin
An 84-year-old loner, sitting at a grand hotel bar in Ireland, toasts the five people
who have meant the most to him while recalling unspoken losses and joys, a tragic
secret and a fierce love. A first novel.

The Good Detective by John McMahon
Struggling with his professional detachment after the death of his wife and son,
once-promising detective P. T. Marsh is implicated in the death of an abusive man
who is subsequently linked to a hate killing. A first novel.

